is proceedings volume contains twenty-seven papers that were read at the international congress "Susa and Elam. Archaeological, Philological, Historical and Geographical Perspectives" held at Ghent University, December th-th .
e aim of this congress was to investigate-exactly  years a er the th Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale entitled "Mésopotamie et Elam" held at Ghent University-the present state of a airs on our knowledge of the Elamite and Susian society from an archaeological, philological, historical and geographical point of view. e topic of this rst "Susa and Elam Congress" was a multidisciplinary approach of the city of Susa in the broader context of the Elamite region. Susa is one of the oldest cities of the Ancient Near East and has known an almost uninterrupted occupation from the th millennium till the Islamic period. Being one of the most important centres in Khuzestan, the South-Western Iranian region east of Mesopotamia, Susa has been the capital of several Elamite kingdoms and dynasties. Moreover, during the greatest part of its history, Susa has maintained variable relations with the consecutive Mesopotamian empires and has eventually become one of the seats of the great Persian Empire of the Achaemenids, who ruled the whole Ancient Near East.
e primary goal of this congress was to generate a multifaceted picture of the history of Susa and Elam, based on archaeological, philological, historical and geographical research results. e interdisciplinary character of the congress made a substantial contribution to the present research into the fundamental landscape, socio-economic, historical and philological developments in the Suso-Elamite region. Moreover, the congress wanted to give a new impulse to these studies by assembling all specialists concerned, established and young scholars alike.
e idea is to organise a "Susa and Elam Congress" quinquennally. is congress has been made possible thanks to funding by the IAP project "Greater Mesopotamia. Reconstruction of its Environment and History" headed by Michel Tanret (Ghent University), the Funds for Scienti c Research Flanders and the Humanities Faculty of Ghent University. I wish to thank each of these for their support.
Moreover, I wish to thank all participants and chairs for making this congress a great success as well as the students, assistants and colleagues of the Department of Languages and Cultures of the Ancient Near East of Ghent University for the organizational support.
Last but not least, I thank Jan Tavernier (Université Catholique de Louvain) for going along with me in this adventure, for his support and for co-editing this volume. 1 However the knowledge of a new eastern Iranian civilization, de ned TransÉlamite by Amiet (: -), is not complete and it seems not to be so simple to reconstruct its chronological limits and its geographical di usion. If we could consider probable to identify in the Kerman region, in the Halil valley, the cultural origin of a di erent artistic thought (as attested in Shahdad, Tepe Yahya and in later Konar Sandal excavations), it is not yet possible to comprehend the real geographical di usion of south-eastern Iranian culture.
e new evidences collected in the Halil valley (Madjidzadeh a) and the excavations carried out at Konar Sandal South and North (Madjidzadeh b; c; ; ) are crucial to distinguish an autonomous regional context probably connected to the corpus of seals known in Tepe Yahya and Shahdad excavations and from antiquary market (in particular Porada ; ; ; Amiet ; ; ). e archaeological and stylistic approach to the stratigraphical evidence of Tepe Yahya have shown di erent and not exhaustive interpretations principally on IVB period; in the rst publications Yahya IVB period was attributed to the rst half of the third millennium (Lamberg-Karlovsky ; ; ; ; Lamberg-Karlovsky-Kohl ) and only subsequently identi ed in later chronological framework (Beale ; Amiet ; Potts ).
e evidence for the continuation of the so-called 'Intercultural Style' in Akkadian times (Ascalone : tab. ) in Mesopotamia and Iran (Miroschedji : ) and the evidence of the glyptic art summarized by Amiet (), support a later date for IVB period. collected from Tepe Yahya shows that there is no continuity of occupation between period IVC and IVB; the glyptic associated with period IVB can not to be earlier than Old Akkadian period.
However on the base of last discoveries in the Halil Valley is possible to recognize three di erent phases of production in the south-eastern Iranian corpus; the seals collected from antiquary market and excavations projects (Shahdad, Tepe Yahya and Konar Sandal in the regional context of production, Tôd, Gonur depe and Susa in the secondary contexts) allow to identify at least three main stylistic phases of making: e earlier Konar Sandal sealings from Trench III seem to be very close to the ED III Mesopotamian ateliers (Madjidzadeh ), while the so-called 'trans-elamite' seals have to be considered a di erent and very original production circumscribed to the last quarter of III millennium with internal subdivisions. e identi cation of a later group in the south-eastern Iranian corpus has been permitted by iconographical and stylistic changing in the gurative patrimony of seals and for their signi cant archaeological contexts, in particular for seals coming from Gonur  north (last century of III millennium ), Tôd, in the Treasure of Amenemhat II (ca. - ), and Tepe Yahya IVA (ca. - ). 3 a Persian Gulf stamp seal and sherds of truncated pots similar to those from numerous sites in Bactria, Margiana and Baluchistan for dating around - Yahya IVB period (Potts : -). In spite of Potts hypothesis, P.C. Kohl placed Yahya IVB to the third quarter of ird millennium (around - ) on the base of chlorite vessels documentation and the new radiocarbon evidence (Kohl : ); in this way it seems possible to conciliate the chlorite vessels Mesopotamian contexts, the later di usion of 'Intercultural Style' in the Akkadian, PostAkkadian periods and the iconographical and stylistic cylinder and stamp seals production. Lamberg-Karlovsky's theory is again a lowering of dating of Yahya IVB period and represents a third di erent approach to the not clear stratigraphical sequences of Yahya (Lamberg-Karlovsky : -).
3 For a more detailed analysis of south-eastern Iranian corpus see Ascalone : -. Potts : , , g. A; Pittman : nn. -). Although the stamp seals seem to be a clear expression of the local culture, a dozen of cylinder seals were found during the Shahdad and Yahya excavations. All excavated Shahdad specimens, except one from the surface, 5 are dated to the second half of the III millennium (using a periodical regional chronology from Takab IV. to Takab III.). e ve excavated cylinder seals from Shahdad were found in the 'Main Cemetery' , from the graveyards located in the area A (Hakemi ). A deeper chronological evaluation, based on the iconographical comparisons, could allow us to date the majority of Shahdad cylinder seals 6 to the last quarter of III millennium ( Fig. a-e ).
e alabaster seal from surface is height , cm with a diameter of ,cm ( e Yahya evidence regarding the cylinder seals presence is linked to the IVB period where six on seven 'trans-elamite' seals were found (Figs. a-f) ; 7 all the specimens from Yahya are in chlorite/steatite. g. c; : g. c); the last one cylinder seal from Yahya (Fig. e) , TY , is coming from B.. (NMI ) (Lamberg-Karlovsky : g. b; Pittman : n. ; Ascalone b: g. e).
8 At the same chronological range could be associated the Yahya cylinder seal representing a human being in front of a palm; strong a nities are known in a cylinder seal from private collection (cf. with Fig. a) where a deity is sitting on his intertwined legs in front of a palm (in primis Amiet : g. : ); the style and the iconographical representation of the horned god have resemblance with the seals showing the twin horned deities without wings, previously dated to the Akkadian period. (Fig. l) 9 e unique south-eastern Iranian cylinder seals found outside Iranian sites are known at Gonur depe and Tôd (Egypt): in Gonur seal the 'vegetation deity' is depicted on a snake moving from le to right (Sarianidi : g. : ) (Fig. k) . A Susa seal, dating the end of Early Dynastic III period, seems to be strongly linked to the iconographical and religious aspects of the later south-eastern Iranian experiences ( Fig. n; A new evidence of south-eastern Iranian glyptic art is a limestone seal now placed in the Bastan Archaeological National Museum of Tehran (NMI ) (Fig. ) .
12 e measures of the cylinder seal are ,cm in height and ,cm of diameter; the specimen was found at Jalalabad in the Fars region but it has not a certain archaeological context; however the iconographical representation and the stylistic details seem to be linked to the south-eastern cultural traditions. 13 e seal represents, in the upper part, a gure with her head in pro le and body facing frontward with a pair of large, curving wings; breast are indicated by a pair of small circles on triangularized torso; a long, rectangular lozenge, decorated with chevrons, is situated just below the torso and may represent the clothed legs of the gure, as if it was sitting cross-legged. e hair appears to be long and owing without a crown as known in the other south-eastern Iranian seals. e presumably female divinity is anked by two gures knelled down represented in pro le; both seem to o er something to the winged personage. e le gure seems to have a spherical element in the hands, while the right gure is depicted with his/her arm reached to o er an incomprehensible vegetable element or a star placed on a vertical support (cf. with Figs. a and h). Only one gure, on the le , has the typical hairstyle well-attested in other seals from Tepe Yahya, Shahdad and private collections. In the lower part of seal is depicted a row of quadrupeds, one of them with wings probably representing a fantastic creature or dragon as known on the cylinder seal of Rosen collection (for bibliography see above).
